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25 June 2021 
 
Whangarei District Council 
c/o Lands and Survey Ltd 
164 Bank Street 
WHANGAREI 0112 
 
Attention: Kelly Ryan (kelly@landsandsurvey.co.nz) 
 
Dear Kelly 
 
PC150 Marsden City Plan Change – Transportation Review Inputs 
 
Stantec New Zealand (“Stantec”) has been asked by Whangarei District Council to respond to queries relating to Plan 
Change 150 Marsden City Plan Change arising from the further information provided by the Applicant and in public 
submissions received in respect of the public notification of the Plan Change.  Our responses are as follows:  
 

1. Proposed Trigger Upgrade and Practicability of the Application 
 
As queried in Stantec’s input to the Council’s Request for Further Information report (“RFI”) (dated 16 April 2021) 
and responses from Flow (via memo dated 10 July 2021), the Proposed Precinct Rule (MCP-R4) requires 
assessment of applications beyond the development thresholds noted in the proposed Plan provisions. In Flow’s RFI 
response on page 10, their expectation (and Stantec’s) would be that exceedance of the threshold should trigger as 
a minimum Restricted Discretionary activity status. The question would therefore be whether this should be a fully 
Discretionary Activity.  
 
From a transportation safety / efficiency / effectiveness point of view, as long as the matters for discretion are 
suitably defined (or broad enough to capture all possible effect matters), then the classification of Restricted 
Discretionary Activity would in our opinion be sufficient. Outside of transportation matters, there may be wider 
concerns with the larger scale and/or intensity of generated traffic (and the associated intersection / infrastructure 
upgrading that it would trigger) such as amenity and landscape/visial effects. The implications of these matters 
arising from the greater scale of traffic generation for activities beyond the provisions’ thresholds would be other 
experts to review and comment upon. 
 
From Stantec’s perspective, a Restricted Discretionary activity status would be acceptable. 
 
We are not entirely certain of the planning application of the MCP-R4 and MCP-REQ1 rule / information 
requirements, however we expect that the information requirements (REQ1) would accompany the situation where 
the MCP-R4 rule threshold is exceeded, and intersection / infrastructure upgrades are not completed. It is 
anticipated that the REQ1 matters would include appropriately detailed yet extensive enough to capture the 
generated external effects, to provide Council with suitable understanding of the implications of the added 
development if those mitigation measures are not in place at the time of the Application.   
 
One hurdle that any applicant seeking to exceed the threshold without mitigation could be faced with would be in the 
situation where there may have been “commitment” by one of the transport agencies (Waka Kotahi or District 
Council) to a particular upgrading project that is relied upon by an Applicant.  As we are all aware of in the current 
changeable climate of roading projects and funding commitments, this certainty of reliance upon such projects 
needs to be carefully and cautiously considered at the time of application and sufficient mechanism within REQ1 
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(and wider matters) to test whether full reliance and certainty can be provided by the Applicant to these measures to 
mitigate the effects generated by the scale of activity proposed. 
 
We therefore consider that the overall transportation approach is acceptable – if the proposed development scale 
exceeds threshold, then either infrastructure is required to be built, or there is an Integrated Transportation 
Assessment (“ITA”) justification required as to why the infrastructure is not needed (e.g., different traffic generation 
rates for unique development, public transport, and/or travel demand management). It is recommended that 
additional caution should be given within this approach to any commitments by third party transport 
agencies/authorities which are relied upon by Applicants. 
 
2. Carrying Capacity and Acceptability of the Number Proposed 
 
The use of the 500 residential-units threshold within the PC150 provisions is considered to be more aligned to 
“acceptable” performance (such as Level of Service and delay metrics), rather than actual roading/transport capacity 
per se.  
 
The PC150 thresholds have apparently been developed with input from Flow on behalf of the Applicant based on 
recognised traffic modelling techniques and in broad terms these traffic modelling techniques are supported. 
However, there is something of an information gap between the use of the combination of: 

 500 residential units 
 19,500sqm GFA of retail  
 2,100sqm GFA of commercial  

referenced within MCP-R4 and the “5% development” used by Flow in its ITA.  
 
The 500 / 19,500 / 2,100 threshold constitutes something more like 20% of total development (i.e. 500 dwellings out 
of a total of 2,520 dwellings of total residential development [Table 3, page 33 of Flow ITA] represents approximately 
20% of total development). In a similar way, 19,500sqm of total Core Retail area (129,690sqm in from Table 3 of the 
Flow ITA) represents approximately 15%; while 2,100 sqm (of commercial floor area) out of total Mixed Use floor 
area of 354,150sqm is around 0.5%.     
 
The Flow RFI response was not helpful in clarifying whether there would be a scenario where only residential would 
be developed, or the situation where development is at a level just under the thresholds (e.g. 499 dwellings, 
19,499sqm retail and 2,099sqm commercial) would not trigger the Restricted Discretionary status. The concern in 
this respect is that the anticipated ultimate mix of activities within the Plan Change area gives rise to a certain level 
of cross-visitation between activities within the Plan Change area (e.g. residence to employment travel by a resident 
of the Plan Change area) that would otherwise not occur if the scale and mix of activities was different. 
 
This situation should be subject to further consideration by the Applicant through evidence.  
 

 
3. Non-Cumulative Rule for Integrated Transportation Assessments to Address Intersection 

Concerns 
 
Stantec suggests that the Applicant (and its transport advisers Flow) be asked to clarify through evidence to be 
presented at the Plan Change hearing how the Plan Provision RDA thresholds of 500units / 19,500sqm retail / 
2,100sqm commercial is consistent with the 5% assessment level used in the Flow ITA.  
 
We recommended that the threshold provisions also be structured in such was as to clarify (and this should also be 
confirmed whether the 500 / 19,500 / 2,100 values still apply) whether the threshold is breached if any of the 
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threshold components is breached – not the combination (i.e. if there are 501 household units established and no 
other development, then the RDA threshold is breached).  
 
It is preferred that these development units be adopted for the purposes of the Plan Change thresholds rather than 
say a vehicle movement  or trip generation total (vehicles per hour or vehicles per day) due to the ability for Council 
planning staff to interpret these more easily than a trip generation total requiring applicants to submit a traffic 
engineering assessment. 
 
From our consideration of the Flow ITA assessment it appears that the combination of 500 dwellings / 19,500 sqm 
retail / 2,100 sqm commercial (the sum of all three) was adopted for the purposes of undertaking intersection 
assessments and acceptability of intersection upgrade triggers. In Flow’s RFI response under Point 45, Flow refers 
to assumptions of the effect of mixed activities (i.e. residential, retail and commercial) however it is not apparent that 
there is any other Plan Change provision requiring or controlling the mix and range of activities to be developed 
(other than the assessment criteria under MCP-REQ1, which only gets triggered when a threshold is breached).  For 
activity less than any of the thresholds the activity status would remain Permitted and no assessment is required. 
There is, therefore, no guarantee (nor assessment required) that there would be any retail, employment, or other 
commercial activities when up to 499 dwellings are established, and the transportation effects of the total generation 
of standalone households could be greater as a result of greater external traffic movements associated with 
employment, retail and commerce than what Flow had assessed within its ITA. 
 

 
I trust the above assists with responding to the matters emerging in respect of the Council’s Section 42A reporting.  I 
would be pleased to discuss any of these or other matters with you as required. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Don McKenzie 
Transportation Private Sector Leader – Auckland 
 
 
Stantec New Zealand 
 
 
 
 
 


